ORLEANS PARISH CIVIL DISTRICT COURT
STATE OF LOUISIANA
DOCKET NO. 2021-03007
Consolidated with: 2021-03008
2021-03010

SECTION: J

FEDERAL NATIONAL MORTGAGE ASSOCIATION
VERSUS
CYPRESS PARK APARTMENTS II LLC
FILED:___________________________
____________________________
DEPUTY CLERK
PETITION OF INTERVENTION
No answer having been filed, now come the NEW ORLEANS RENTERS RIGHTS
ASSEMBLY, JUDY ROBERT, ERIC GREEN, and GERALDINE LEPREE, who intervene in
this executory proceeding under La. Code Civ. P. art. 1091(1).
Their petition of intervention avers as follows:
1.
Petitioners intervene for the limited purpose of supporting Fannie Mae’s previously
granted ex parte motion to appoint a Keeper for the multifamily properties at issue. Petitioners
support the motion to appoint a Keeper because it was agreed to in the mortgage, and due to the
history of unmitigated health and safety issues and deferred maintenance at the subject
properties. These health and safety issues have become even more serious post Hurricane Ida.
2.
Petitioning tenants and Renters Rights Assembly members will be directly impacted by
the outcome of this proceeding because they reside at the subject properties. In addition, they
have important information from personal experience about what is transpiring at the subject
properties that should be valuable to the Plaintiff and this Honorable Court.
PARTIES
3.
The New Orleans Renters Rights Assembly (NORRA) is a grassroots, membership-based
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organization of New Orleans residents that takes direct action to protect renters, homeless
people, students, and mortgage-burdened individuals. NORRA has members who reside at some
of the subject properties- specifically Oakmont Apartments and Cypress Park Apartments.
NORRA’s organizers, when invited on the property by residents, have observed conditions at
subject properties. NORRA has also conducted research into court records to evaluate
compliance with CARES Act requirements.
4.
Judy Robert is a resident of Orleans Parish. She resides at Oakmont Apartments and rents
from Westbank Holdings, LLC. She is domiciled in Orleans Parish.
5.
Eric Green is a resident of Orleans Parish. He resides at Cypress Park Apartments and
rents from Cypress Park Apartments II, LLC. He is domiciled in Orleans Parish.
6.
Geraldine Lepree is a resident of Orleans Parish. She resides at Oakmont Apartments and
rents from Westbank Holdings, LLC. She is domiciled in Orleans Parish.
BACKGROUND
7.
NORRA, Ms. Robert, Ms. Lepree, and Mr. Green seek to intervene in this foreclosure
action in support of Plaintiffs’ previously granted Ex Parte Motion to Appoint a Keeper for the
properties where they reside.
8.
In their opposition memoranda at ¶ 4, Cypress Park Apartments II LLC and Westbank
Holdings LLC state that
[Cypress/Westbank/Liberty] management team and owner are in the best position to
manage the property. They know the local market, the tenants and the potential tenants.
They know how to operate the business to obtain near full occupancy, as they did before
the COVID-19 pandemic and know how to successfully manage the property moving
forward. A Keeper is not need (sic) for this property.
9.
In their petitions for injunctive relief, ¶ 4, Cypress Park Apartments II, LLC, Westbank
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Holdings LLC, and Liberty Park Apartments, LLC et al state that the aforementioned entities
“invested millions into the property,” spent “hundreds of thousands of dollars per month
enhancing the property since its acquisition,” “stabilized the property,” and that “these
investments continued during the unprecedented COVID-19 pandemic.” The entities’
“management company is open on holidays and has team members working seven days a week
to protect the lender . . . .”
10.
If the issues are deemed relevant, intervenors will show that contrary to the assertions of
the borrower, the experience of Intervenors and their neighbors are that properties are poorly
maintained, management is unresponsive, and the owners fail to repair health and safetythreatening conditions in a timely manner.
11.
The management and maintenance issues at the property predate the COVID-19
pandemic, and Hurricane Ida.
12.
Moreover the contention that the management team is in “the best position to manage the
property” does not provide a legal defense to the appointment of the Keeper. The security
instruments signed by Defendants confessed judgment and provide for the appointment of a
Keeper. But in the same way that Defendant has failed to fulfill its other obligations under its
mortgage and lease agreements, Defendant now seeks to renege on this obligation to allow
appointment of a Keeper.
13.
Following Hurricane Ida the need for a Keeper is even more urgent. Units that had
serious habitability issues prior to Hurricane Ida- including the intervenors’ units- are now even
more severely damaged or unlivable. Management has been largely absent and unreachable. The
tenants at these properties have been abandoned by the defendants and are in desperate need of a
Keeper to manage their tenancies.
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14.
Intervenors further assert that during the period from the effective date of the
Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (“CARES”) Act to the end of Borrowers’
forbearance period on September 30, 2020, Borrowers repeatedly violated the CARES Act by
issuing notices to vacate and filing evictions against tenants for nonpayment of rent.1
15.
The tenants and NORRA on behalf of its members who reside at subject properties have
a direct interest in the appointment of a Keeper. The decision to, or failure to, enforce the
existing order appointing a Keeper for the properties will have a major impact on hundreds of
New Orleanians who reside at these properties.
FACTS
The Properties
16.
The five properties at issue in this foreclosure action are multi-family rental properties
located on the east and west banks of Orleans Parish.2
17.
All five properties are owned by Limited Liability Companies operated by Joshua
Bruno.3
18.
The properties are home to hundreds of families. As stipulated in Defendants’ Petitions
for Injunctive Relief, tenants include small business owners, hospitality and hotel industry
workers, domestic violence survivors, veterans, and the “housing disadvantaged.” Def. Petition
for Intervention, ¶ 9-10.

1

These actions by entities with Fannie Mae federally-backed mortgages in forbearance violated
the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act, Pub. L. No. 116-136, §§
4023(d), 4024, 134 Stat. 281 (2020).
2
These five properties are Cypress Park Apartments (owned by Cypress Park Apartments II,
LLC), Oakmont Apartments (owned by Westbank Holdings, LLC), Forest Park Apartments
(owned by Forest Park Apartments, LLC), Liberty Park Apartments (owned by Liberty Park
Apartments, LLC), and Washington Place Apartments (owned by Washington Place, LLC).
Joshua Bruno is the sole Officer and Member of all five LLCs.
3
See, supra note 2.
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19.
As illustrated by the Petitioners’ accounts below, tenants include elderly and disabled
tenants, and participants in HUD housing subsidy programs.
20.
The subject properties are located in geographic areas that are disproportionately
populated by People of Color, lower wage workers, and cost-burdened renters.4
21.
Cypress Park Apartments and Oakmont Apartments recently received substantial adverse
judgments from the City of New Orleans Office of Code Enforcement for minimum property
maintenance violations.5
22.
Intervening tenants, and NORRA members, have endured years of deferred maintenance
at their properties, as described in more detail below.
23.
The health and safety issues at the properties have worsened since Hurricane Ida and
many units have become unlivable.
The Foreclosures
24.
On April 6, 2021, Plaintiff, Federal National Mortgage Association D/B/A Fannie Mae,
filed Petitions for Executory Process against the five subject properties.
25.
Although three separate cases, the cases were administratively consolidated by order of
this Court on April 16, 2021.
4

Race: U.S. Census Bureau, 2020 Decennial Census, Table: P2
Cost Burdened Renters: U.S. Census Bureau, 2019 American Community Survey, 5 year
estimates, Table: B25070
Median Income: U.S. Census Bureau, 2019 American Community Survey, 5 year estimates,
Table: S1903
5
Cypress Park Apartments II received a judgment on August 10, 2021 in case # 19-11630-MPM,
which is currently the subject of an appeal in Civil District Court case # 2021-07313 filed on
September 9, 2021. Westbank Holdings received a judgment on June 15, 2021 in case # 202021171-MPM, the subject of an appeal in Civil District Court case # 2021-05871 filed on July 9,
2021.
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26.
Fannie Mae also filed an ex parte Motion to Appoint a Keeper - Latter & Blum Property
Management, Inc. - to manage the properties in the consolidated foreclosure action.
27.
By signing the Security Instruments, Defendant agreed that the Court shall, if requested
by Fannie Mae, appoint a Keeper of the properties when the properties are seized pursuant to a
foreclosure action. See Plaintiff’s Verified Petition for Executory Process, ¶32.
28.
The ex parte Motion to Appoint a Keeper was granted by this Hon. Court on May 3,
2021.6 The Order signed by this Court gives the Keeper all the duties and powers related to
management, maintenance, and leasing at the subject properties as dictated by La. Rev. Stat. §
9:5136 et seq.
29.
A Writ of Seizure and Sale was issued on May 10, 2021.
30.
However, this order appointing a Keeper has not yet been enforced, and the Keeper has
not been appointed.
31.
The delay in enforcing the order appointing a Keeper has caused serious harm to
intervening tenants and NORRA members. As described more fully below, conditions at the
properties deteriorated prior to Hurricane Ida, and are now worse after the storm. Management
has been largely unresponsive to tenant concerns.
32.
Immediate enforcement of the ex parte order appointing a Keeper is necessary to mitigate
an ongoing and worsening public health and safety crisis at the subject properties.
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The order appointing a Keeper in Case # 2021-3008 Fannie Mae v. Westbank Holdings, LLC
was signed by Hon. Judge Paulette R. Irons on April 8, 2021 prior to consolidation; the order
appointing a Keeper in Case #2021-3010 Fannie Mae v. Forest Park Apartments, LLC, Liberty
Park Apartments, LLC, and Washington Place, LLC was signed by the Hon. Judge Omar K.
Mason on April 12, 2021 prior to consolidation.
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The Proposed Intervenors and their Interests
New Orleans Renters Rights Assembly (NORRA)
33.
NORRA has members who reside at the properties subject to this foreclosure action.
34.
NORRA organizer Frank Southall has personally observed the following conditions when
invited to Oakmont Apartments by residents before Hurricane Ida:
a. Non-working air conditioning units in multiple units in the middle of summer
with record heat;
b. Collapsed ceilings;
c. Multiple units having missing doors and windows;
d. Mold growth and water damage;
e. Overflowing trash, attracting rodents and maggots; and
f. Unmaintained and uncovered swimming pool, attracting mosquitoes.
Mr. Southall’s affidavit and exterior photos of Oakmont Apartments prior to Hurricane Ida are
attached as Exhibit A.
35.
NORRA member Madeline Peters has personally observed the following conditions
when invited to Cypress Park Apartments by residents after Hurricane Ida:
a. Portions of roof and siding missing from most buildings, sometimes to the point
where the interior of the building is visible;
b. Sagging balconies; and
c. Overflowing trash attracting flies.
Ms. Peters’ affidavit and exterior photos of Cypress Park Apartments after Hurricane Ida are
attached as Exhibit B.
36.
NORRA organizers and members are prepared to share their experiences with the Court.
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37.
Mr. Southall on behalf of NORRA has also researched court records on all evictions filed
against tenants at subject properties from the beginning of the CARES Act moratorium period on
March 27, 2020, and the end of subject properties’ Fannie Mae forbearance periods on
September 30, 2020.
38.
In total, the Defendants filed 30 illegal evictions against tenants struggling to pay rent
due to COVID-19 while they were in forbearance and therefore had no Fannie Mae mortgage
payments due. These evictions violated §4023(d) of the CARES Act, despite the fact that
Defendants were on notice of their CARES Act obligations due to repeated contact by advocates
and attention in the media related to illegal eviction notices.7
Judy Robert
39.
Judy Robert is a 62-year old renter who has been renting a unit at Oakmont Apartments,
owned by Westbank Holdings, LLC, for 7 years.
40.
She is a Section 8 voucher holder, and due to her limited income, the Housing Authority
of New Orleans pays a portion of her rent.
41.
Since she moved in to Oakmont Apartments she has had ongoing repair and maintenance
issues. These issues include a lack of exterior lighting and security, lack of a usable mailbox, and
a recurring plumbing issue in her home, which causes her toilet and bathroom sink to back up.
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Mike Perlstein, Algiers tenants receive eviction notice despite federal laws, WWLTV.COM (Apr.
17, 2020), https://www.wwltv.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/against-federal-protectionlaws-algiers-tenants-receive-eviction-notice/289-92359e57-e259-40bc-9548-2906f7ed7ead; Matt
Sledge, These tenants were told to pay or vacate in 3 days despite an evictions ban in Orleans,
NOLA.COM (Apr. 15, 2020), https://www.nola.com/news/coronavirus/article_98d78be0-7f5311ea-8b70-87c4ccfb30f4.html; Michael Isaac Stein, Landlord Joshua Bruno once again issues
three day eviction notices in apparent violation of CARES Act, THELENSNOLA.ORG (Aug, 11,
2020); https://thelensnola.org/2020/08/11/landlord-joshua-bruno-once-again-issues-three-dayeviction-notices-in-apparent-violation-of-cares-act/.
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42.
The plumbing issue has recurred seven or eight times since she moved in, starting about a
year after she moved in.
43.
At various times her unit has failed inspection with HANO.
44.
Each time she had a maintenance issue she reported it to management.
45.
Maintenance staff have made repairs at times, even tearing out and replacing a wall in her
unit. However, the repairs to the plumbing issues have never solved the problem and it always
recurs.
46.
Since Hurricane Ida, her toilet backs up when other people in her building flush the toilet.
She cannot use the bathroom sink because it backs up into the toilet. She is unable to use the one
bathroom in her apartment.
47.
She has also observed and photographed raw sewage and toilet paper in the area by the
sewer cleanout outside the building.
48.
She has reported the backup but nobody has come to her apartment to address the issue.
49.
She cannot currently sleep at her apartment because she does not have a usable bathroom.
In addition, she is recovering from heart surgery and has been told that her home is unsanitary
and unsafe for her to stay in during her recovery.
50.
On September 28, 2021 the unit failed inspection by City of New Orleans Office of Code
Enforcement due to “deteriorated/inadequate” plumbing system. See violation # 21-07441MPM.
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51.
There are no people in the on-site management office, and it is very difficult to get
anyone on the phone at the management office on Tulane Avenue.
52.
She will be forced to move because of the issues in her apartment. She is currently forced
to stay in a hotel.
Eric Green
53.
Eric Green is a 40-year old renter who moved to Cypress Park Apartments, owned by
Cypress Park Apartments II, LLC, in 2019.
54.
Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, Mr. Green began to experience serious habitability
issues including, but not limited to: ceiling leaks, mold and mildew accumulation, and a nonworking refrigerator.
55.
When he moved in, the closet in his unit still contained the belongings of the last resident,
which were never cleared out by management.
56.
Mr. Green has reported these issues to management, often by email.
57.
Management failed to timely and/or adequately address these habitability issues.
58.
Since February, 2021 Mr. Green has been a Section 8 voucher holder. The Housing
Authority pays the majority of his rent due to his pandemic-related unemployment.
59.
His unit has repeatedly failed inspection by the Housing Authority of New Orleans.
60.
Mr. Green also has concerns about the state of the property as a whole. The property has
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multiple empty and/or boarded-up units and broken windows. Garbage is not cleared out timely
and piles up at the dumpster. The security gate has been broken for his entire tenancy. He was
told that his lease included wireless internet, but the wireless internet has never worked.
61.
Although management has always been unresponsive, it has been difficult or impossible
to reach management for the last several months.
62.
Due in part to the deferred maintenance at his unit, Mr. Green’s unit became unlivable in
Hurricane Ida. The roof and siding came off the back of the unit. There is mold and water
damage in the unit.
63.
After the storm, Mr. Green went to the defendants’ office on Tulane Avenue and
requested to be let out of his lease because the unit was unlivable and the Section 8 program
agreed to move him. He spoke to the receptionist, who consulted Joshua Bruno in his office. He
could hear the entire conversation because he was sitting close to the office. Mr. Bruno told the
receptionist that he would not release Mr. Green from his lease and told the receptionist to escort
him out. Mr. Green was not given an explanation.
64.
He is being forced to move due to the fact that his unit is unlivable.
Geraldine Lepree
65.
Geraldine Lepree is a 75-year old renter who has lived in the apartment complex now
called Oakmont Apartments since 2006.
66.
In the fifteen years of living there, Ms. Lepree notes the property’s maintenance and
upkeep have notably declined and the heightened deterioration of the property began in the last
few years--prior to the COVID-19 pandemic.
67.
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Ms. Lapree is a participant in the Section 8 voucher program. The Housing Authority
pays the majority of her rent because she has a fixed disability income. It is difficult for Ms.
Lepree to search for and locate different housing.
68.
Ms Lapree is a cancer patient. She recently stopped chemotherapy treatments and is
awaiting a scheduled surgery. She also has Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (“COPD”).
Ms. Lepree made the property aware of her medical conditions.
69.
Ms. Lepree has had repair issues at Oakmont, including not having working air
conditioning since the spring of 2021. Ms. Lepree is only able to leave messages with a phone
service and has not been able to reach anyone in the management office for months.
Management has been largely unresponsive.
70.
Her apartment has had an ongoing pest infestation unrelated to the tenant. She had to pay
for Orkin pest control, out of pocket, to do treatments because her landlord failed to take
adequate action after she notified them of the issues.
71.
Her central air conditioning has been broken for around six months. She had to pay out of
pocket for a window unit because her landlord failed to take adequate action to fix her central air
conditioning after she notified them of the problem. Her apartment is too hot for her to
comfortably be able to use her stove, as it adds to the high-heat temperatures. Despite multiple
requests to fix the unit, she remains without a working unit.
72.
Ms. Lapree also has concerns about the state of the property as a whole. The property has
multiple empty and/or boarded-up units and broken windows. Non-residents will sometimes take
residence in those vacant units. Garbage dumpsters are not cleared out timely creating
overflowing trash and heavy litter throughout the property. There is a lack of security and
exterior lighting. The property’s laundry hall is filthy and many of the washing machines are
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broken.
73.
Ms. Lepree had to purchase a post office box to receive her mail because the property has
not fixed the hinges of the complex’s provided mailboxes; the U.S. Postal Service has told
tenants it cannot leave mail unsecured there. Ms. Lepree was told by management to get a post
office box, which she has had to do.
74.
The property was once a gated-complex, but the gates no longer function.
75.
Although management has always been slow, she has only been able to leave voicemails
and has received no response since the spring of 2021.

PETITIONERS’ RIGHT TO INTERVENE
76.
Intervention by third parties is allowed when enforcing “a right related to or connected
with the object of the pending action against one or more of the parties thereto by: (1) Joining
with plaintiff in demanding the same or similar relief against the defendant.” La. Code Civ. P.
Art. 1091. In the interests of justice and judicial administration, Louisiana courts favor a broad
interpretation of Article 1091. Banks v. Rattler, 15127 (La. App. 2 Cir. 1/17/83), 426 So.2d 362,
365.
77.
Intervention is an incidental demand that does not require leave of court if filed before an
answer is filed. La. Code Civ. P. art. 1033. Here, no answer has been filed so leave of court is not
required.
78.
Intervenors seek to join with the plaintiff, Fannie Mae, in demanding the same relief:
namely, the appointment of a Keeper to manage and operate the subject properties pursuant to
La. R.S. § 9:5138 and the security instrument signed by Borrowers.
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79.
Intervening tenants’ and NORRA members who reside at the subject properties have
legal contracts with the properties. And under those contractual obligations, the Civil Code, and
the minimum property maintenance provisions of the City of New Orleans Municipal Code,
intervening tenants’ and NORRA members who reside at the subject properties have rights to
live in habitable units. See, generally, La. Civ. Code art. 2682; La. Civ. Code art. 2691; La. Civ.
Code art. 2696; New Orleans Code of Ordinances §§ 26-146 – 26-244 (Minimum Property
Maintenance).
80.
Intervening tenants’ and NORRA members who reside at the subject properties may
intervene in an executory process because they raise no new issue beyond the existing limited
request for Keepership. Intervenors do not seek to inject any new issues into the executory
proceeding; rather, they simply seek to support enforcement of Fannie Mae’s previously granted
ex parte motion to appoint a Keeper due to the conditions at the properties. See Iberia Bank v.
Live Oak Circle Dev., L.L.C., 2012-1636 (La. App. 1 Cir. 05/13/13); 118 So. 3d 27, 32 (denying
leave to intervene in foreclosure because intervenor sought to inject new issues into the
executory proceeding).
81.
The NORRA and Tenants’ interests are separate and distinct from those of Fannie Mae
and their interests are not being protected without intervention.
82.
Fannie Mae moved for appointment of a Keeper on April 6th and obtained an ex parte
order appointing a Keeper on May 3rd, compliant with the mortgage document. But the order
appointing a Keeper has not taken effect, and the tenants have been left in limbo. Two of the
named tenants are not able to live in their units due to the delays, and are being forced to stay
elsewhere while they locate alternative housing.
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83.
Allowing NORRA and tenants to intervene to preserve their rights and to seek relief in
the form of proper management during this foreclosure and seizure, the executory proceedings
would not incur any additional delays. Rather than slow the proceedings, NORRA and tenants’
goal is to advance them, move them from their current state of inattention, and rectify the
immediate health and safety issues by enforcing the existing ex parte order to appoint a Keeper
to manage the properties while these proceedings are pending.

WHEREFORE, petitioners in intervention NORRA, Judy Robert, Eric Green and
Geraldine Lapree pray that:
1. The Court grant petitioners leave to intervene;
2. The Court enforce Plaintiff’s previously granted ex parte motion to appoint Keeper, and
order that an outside management company be immediately appointed Keeper of the
property to handle its tenants’ leasing and maintenance needs;
3. The Court permit intervenors to introduce testimony and other evidence as appropriate
and necessary;
4. For other equitable relief as the law may afford and this Court may deem just and proper
within this executory process.
Respectfully Submitted:
SOUTHEAST LOUISIANA LEGAL SERVICES
BY: ___________________________________
Hannah Adams, Esq., #36343
1340 Poydras St., Suite 600
New Orleans, Louisiana 70112
Telephone: (504) 529-1000 Ext. 258
Fax: (504) 596-2241
hadams@slls.org
Elizabeth Harvey, Esq. #38258
1340 Poydras St., Suite 600
New Orleans, Louisiana 70112
Telephone: (504) 603-6885
Fax: (504) 596-2241
eharvey@slls.org
Attorneys for Intervenors
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PLEASE SERVE WITHOUT CITATION:
Cypress Park Apartments II, LLC
Westbank Holdings LLC
Forest Park Apartments, LLC
Liberty Park Apartments, LLC
Washington Place, LLC
Through Attorney of Record Stephen L. Miles
Pipes Miles Beckman, LLC
1100 Poydras St. Suite 1800
New Orleans, LA 70163
Federal National Mortgage Association
D/B/A Fannie Mae
(Formal Service Waived)
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